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The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Text, scripts, 

correspondence

Print Various This folder contains several 

variations of the text of the book. 

There are comments by the 

publisher and a script for a play 

version of the book to be performed 

at the Parramatta (NSW)  Library.

BG 660 Good condition. A proof 

set of the text has been 

folded in four and this 

has left creases.

The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Preliminary 

artwork/text

Black ink 20.4 x 14.4 cm This is a dummy book of the story 

in black ink with handwritten notes 

from the publisher loosely inserted.

BG 661 Good condition.

The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Preliminary 

artwork/text

Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

26.7 x 20.5 cm This is a dummy book of the story 

in colour. The illustrations are fairly 

rough. It differs from the final 

version of the story.

BG 662 Good condition but 

obviously well used. It is 

in two parts. The pages 

are not equal in size.

The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Preliminary cover 

artwork

Pencil 29.6 x 21.0 cm This envelope contains a pencil 

sketch for the cover of the German 

version of the book.

BG 663 Good condition.

The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Reviews Print Various This folder contains numerous 

reviews of The Wild.

BG 664 Good condition.

The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Correspondence Print Various This folder contains 

correspondence between the 

author and publisher and others.

BG 665 Good condition.
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The Wild                          

Bob Graham    1986

Final artwork Black ink, 

watercolour, 

colour pencil

39.0 x 56.9 cm oa 

23.0 x 36.8 cm  

sighted

6 illustrations. 1. A house at night 

with the text "Look closer". 2. A 

young boy reads in bed with the text 

"Here is Russell reading late at 

night". 3. A closer view of the young 

boy in bed. The text reads "with a 

little light perched over his book like 

an insect". Page 6. 4. A young girl 

sleeps in her bed with her toys with 

the text "His sister's name is Mary. 

She sleeps on the edge of the bed." 

5. Another view of Mary with her 

back to the viewer. The text reads 

"Her animals make quite a crowd. 

They sleep with their eyes open." 6. 

The children's parents are asleep in 

their bed with the text "His mother 

and father are fast asleep in their 

bed, the moon shines softly through 

the trees, it fills the room and 

colours his father's head pale blue." 

Page 7.                                           

These are the only final illustrations 

for "The Wild" held. 

BG 666 Good condition. These 

illustrations are mounted 

on foam core and 

masked. The first 

illustration has been 

affixed to the piece with 

the other illustrations. 

The text is also separate 

to the main piece.
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